
    Mother Earth Evolution love (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

Mother Earth Evolution love 

Natural Evolution Love (2 times) 

 

Lyrics: 

Lookin’ at a glimpse of the next peace yet yep 

Glitch starin' at us like their thoughts don't exist bet 

They'll Iie deny into a lesson like before it let’s (it) 

learn to reconcile the flesh find a soul set list 

 

Patriarchy's last-gas messin' up the world again 

Women mixed economy balance peace with you within 

History teaches autocracies will always end 

Delaying the inevitable Mother nature always wins 

 

Love rebuke awful scratch static hate leads 

Disconnected from Village nothing new glitch feeds 

What's the good word is how we sit one Harvest weeds 

Shed some light on 26 and love to non-believers 

 

Decades dealing lies Ilyin just the same 

Twittler snits lies claims blames and stains 

Back to prayer heal from flesh creeps tangling strays 

Spiritual in nature too G.O.D. we pray 

 

 

 



Hook: 

Mother Earth Evolution love 

Natural Evolution Love (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

Wakin' up Perdition flesh let them see Withinem 

Letem' walk it out like we did in the beginnin' 

Say they save us when caused it crisis never winnin' 

People seein through the lies healing Armageddon 

 

Time for dystopians to put some real work in 

Yeah we know, take a seat, stop the disturbin' 

Did it to itself, root to fruit, bither cursin' (chump story is Birtherism to Insurrection) 

Find your soul catchin up spiritually birthin' 

 

Where does birtherism end? wake it up...right right 

Years to prepare so no surprise switch the light...light 

Thanks to G.O. reconciliation day n' night...night 

L.U.V. Collective Global truth within sight...sight  

 

Right, right....light...light...sight, sight...light, light  

 

 

Hook: 

 

Mother Earth Evolution love 

Natural Evolution Love (2 times) 

 

 



Outro: 

 

Peace, Mother Earth Balance is natural, Women need to be in charge of resources in villages (well 

traditionally that is :0) 

It's a physiological thing, and patriarchy is unnatural, as the ages teach us, we see Rapture Revelations, a 

fissure between hearing the word and doing the word, God is love, the question is not if glitch is a fraud, 

it's when it was not a glitch and a fraud, love is the answer, "Ruling through Scarcity and Punishment" 

can take a knee, because dystopian lie and deny caused crisis and took life out of public interest, closed 

concert halls and schools. Nothing is new Under the Sun. So, the world sees political fictions Ilyin cult of 

personalities getting no respect from G universe. 

Gtech checks, OneEarth. Peace 

 

 

 


